
PIONEER ARTIST ROX FRONTINI HOSTS PRIVATE EVENT FOR COLLECTORS 
DURING MIAMI ART WEEK, WITH LIVE ART & MUSIC PERFORMANCE 

11/28/23 - Live performance is being taken to a new level by the singer-songwriter, 
painter and sculptor Roxana (ROX) Frontini, who will be singing and sculpting live for a 
select group of collectors and fans during Art Week Miami 2023.  


The interdisciplinary artist, who has been called a Pioneer by Billboard Magazine due 
to her unique musical style and her transformational works of art, opens the doors of 
her studio in Miami for a very special private event. ROX will sing new versions of her 
singles AMAR INCONDICIONAL & UNCONDITIONAL LOVE, and unveil her 
homonymous art series over which she will be sculpting live with fabrics. 


“It happened again! I created the songs and immediately I started seeing the paintings 
in my head. So, of course I had to make them a tangible reality. These songs and the 
fine art series, tell the story of what happens inside of us when we realize that LOVE is 
not an emotion, but a estate of being, and that the source of such state lives within 
ourselves, with an ever renewing, infinite source of vast unconditional love… if, and 
only if, we choose to stop criticizing and disrespecting ourselves.” said Roxana 
Frontini, a.k.a. ROX. “It is so easy to put ourselves down by feeding disempowering 

Click Image to Watch AMAR INCONDICIONAL Music Video on YouTube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CVnhfFX3iZM


internal dialogues, that I felt it would be useful to have a melody and lyrics that can 
rapidly help us get into an elevated state. And of course, a series of paintings that in 
second remind us what happens when we refuse to love ourselves unconditionally, 
versus what happens when we do.” 


The private event will take place on Thursday 12/07/23 at the artist studios in Coconut 
Grove (Miami, FL) and the exhibit will remain open until 12/17/23 by appointment only. 
For scheduled visits email info@roxanafrontini.com or visit this link https://
calendly.com/curatorsgroup/roxana-frontini-art-miami-exhibit-2023 


###


For more information, contact:


Lissa Oliver, (305) 240-6125, info@curatorsgroup.com 


Music Links:  
AMAR INCONDICIONAL (Single in Spanish): 

https://open.spotify.com/track/3Kmc9rRnz6OK0VYCxWXppq?si=288618087f0d460d 


UNCONDITIONAL LOVE (Single in English): 


Click Image to Watch UNCONDITIONAL LOVE Music Video on YouTube
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https://open.spotify.com/track/2KkqCVQypLw5SAyuzMskhy?si=8b6d0ea3e5e24e4e

YouTube Music Videos: https://www.youtube.com/@ROXFRONTINI 


Artists Links: 
IG: https://www.instagram.com/roxfrontini/  


SPOTIFY: https://bit.ly/roxonspotify  


TIKTOK: https://www.tiktok.com/@roxfrontini 


YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/@ROXFRONTINI 


Artist Website: https://roxfrontini.com  


Atelier Website: https://roxanafrontini.com/   
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